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Abstract
We extend a widely used concept of rewrite systems with a unit holding a kind of
global information which can inuence and can be inuenced by rewriting. The
unit is similar to the store used in concurrent constraint programming, and can be
also seen as a special (weak) state unit. We present how this extension changes
the expressive power of rewrite systems classes which are included in Mayr's PRS
hierarchy [8]. The new classes (fcBPA, fcBPP, fcPA, fcPAD, fcPAN, fcPRS) are
described and inserted into the hierarchy.
1 Introduction
The cornerstone of concurrency theory is the notion of labelled transition
system. Caucal [4] presents an elegant classication of transition systems
using families of sequential rewrite systems related to the Chomsky hierarchy.
Caucal's classication has been generalised by Moller [11] to both parallel
and sequential rewrite systems. Moller's approach was further generalised by
Mayr [8], who denes the dynamics for rewrite systems using sequential and
parallel composition together. The resulting model is called process rewrite
systems (PRS).
Concurrent constraint programming (CCP) [14] is one of the most suc-
cessful applications of the ideas of concurrency and computing with partial
information. In CCP processes work concurrently with a shared store, which
is seen as a constraint on the values that variables can represent. In any state
of the computation, the store is given by the constraint established until that
moment. CCP provides two operations to deal with the store, tell and ask.
The tell monotonically updates the store by adding a constraint (provided the
store remains consistent). The ask is a test on the store { it can be executed
only if the current store is strong enough to entail a specied constraint. If this
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is not the case, then the process suspends (waiting for the store to accumulate
more information by contributions of the other processes).
We transfer some principles of CCP to process rewrite systems. Previously,
we have introduced an analogous modication of purely sequential and purely
parallel rewrite systems in [15]. In both cases, the aim is to characterise
the changes of expressive power of these systems. The mechanism of PRS
is extended with the store, which can contain some global (monotonically
evolving) information. We add two constraints to every rewrite rule. A rule
can be applied only if the actual store is strong enough to entail the rst
constraint; the second constraint is added to the store when the extended
rule is used (the rule is applicable if the store is kept consistent). Extended
process rewrite systems are called process rewrite systems with nite constraint
systems (fcPRS).
3
We obtain some interesting results by studying which labelled transition
systems (up to bisimulation) can be denoted by specic classes of PRS sys-
tems (accordant with well-known formalisms like nite state systems, basic
process algebra (BPA), basic parallel processes (BPP), process algebra (PA),
pushdown processes, Petri nets, etc.) and by corresponding fcPRS classes.
The expressive power of nite state systems, pushdown processes, and Petri
nets keeps unchanged by adding the store. This does not hold in the case
of BPA, BPP, PA, PAD, and PAN class when the expressive power strictly
increases, thus some new classes are obtained in this way. Hence this new
framework can be used to solve some interesting open problems, e.g. to exam-
ine the decidability border within the process hierarchies already maintained
(in case of bisimilarity it is known that the border line goes between BPP
and its \state-extended" version MSA continuing between (normed) PA and
its \state-extended" version etc.); our new process classes are situated in this
grey area.
2 Basic denitions
In this section we recall the notions of labelled transitions systems, language
generated by such system, and bisimulation equivalence.
Denition 2.1 A labelled transition system (LTS) L is a tuple (S;Act; !
; 
0
), where S is a set of states or processes, Act is a set of atomic actions
or labels,  ! S  Act S is a transition relation (written 
a
 !  instead
of (; a; ) 2 !), 
0
2 S is a distinguished initial state. A state  2 S is
terminal (or deadlocked, written  6 !) if there is no a 2 Act and  2 S such
that 
a
 ! .
The transition relation  ! can be homomorphically extended to nite
3
Note that rules of fcPRS systems can be also seen as a new special \format" of SOS rules
(in the sense of [6]) with side conditions referring to a global (monotonic) store. However
this viewpoint is not examined in this paper.
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sequences of actions  2 Act

so as to write 
"
 !  and 
a
 !  whenever

a
 ! 

 !  for some state . The set of states  such that 
0

 !  for
the initial state 
0
and some  2 Act

is called the set of reachable states.
Denition 2.2 The language generated by the labelled transition system L
is the set L(L) = L(
0
), where L() = fw 2 Act

j 9 : 
w
 !  6 !g. States
 and  of the system L are language equivalent, written  
L
, i they
generate the same language, i.e. L() = L().
Language equivalence is generally taken to be too coarse in the framework
of concurrency theory. The second presented equivalence, bisimulation equiv-
alence, is perhaps the nest behavioural equivalence studied. Bisimulation
equivalence was dened by Park [13] and used by Milner [9,10] in his work on
CCS.
Denition 2.3 A binary relation R on states of labelled transition system is
a bisimulation i whenever (; ) 2 R we have that

if 
a
 ! 
0
then 
a
 ! 
0
for some 
0
with (
0
; 
0
) 2 R,

if 
a
 ! 
0
then 
a
 ! 
0
for some 
0
with (
0
; 
0
) 2 R.
 and  are bisimulation equivalent or bisimilar, written   , i (; ) 2 R
for some bisimulation R.
3 Process rewrite systems (PRS)
This section summarise the rst part of Mayr's paper titled \Process Rewrite
Systems" [8].
The process rewrite systems (PRS) developed by Mayr represent a very
general term rewriting formalism oering a way for nite description of pos-
sibly innite transition systems. The formalism covers many widely known
models like nite-state processes (FS), basic parallel processes (BPP), context-
free processes (BPA), pushdown processes (PDA), process algebras (PA), Petri
nets (PN), and provides a unied view of these models. The denition of PRS
is more general than the denitions of rewrite system given by Caucal [4] (only
with sequential composition) and by Moller [11] (only purely sequential and
purely parallel rewrite systems).
Let Const = fX; Y; Z;   g be a countably innite set of process constants.
The set T of process terms is dened by the abstract syntax
t = " j X j t
1
:t
2
j t
1
kt
2
;
where " is the empty term, X 2 Const is a process constant (used as an
atomic process), \k" means parallel and \:" means sequential compositions
respectively.
We always work with equivalence classes of terms modulo commutativity
and associativity of parallel composition and modulo associativity of sequential
composition. Also we dene ":t = t = t:" and tk" = t.
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The set Const(t) is the set of all constants occurring in a process term t.
We distinguish four classes of process terms.
\1" Terms consisting of a single process constant like X.
\S" Sequential terms - without parallel composition. For example X:Y:Z.
\P" Parallel terms - without sequential composition. For example XkY kZ.
\G" General terms with arbitrarily nested sequential and parallel composi-
tions like (X:(Y kZ))kW .
We also let " 2 S; P;G, but " 62 1.
Denition 3.1 Let Act = fa; b;   g be a countably innite set of atomic
actions, ;  2 f1; S; P;Gg such that   . An (; )-PRS (process rewrite
system)  is a pair (R; t
0
), where

R is a nite set of rewrite rules of the form t
1
a
 ! t
2
, where t
1
2 , t
1
6= ",
t
2
2  are process terms and a 2 Act is an atomic action,

t
0
2  is an initial state.
A (G;G)-PRS is simply called PRS.
We write (t
1
a
 ! t
2
) 2  instead of (t
1
a
 ! t
2
) 2 R, where  = (R; t
0
).
For a given  we dene Const() as the set of all constants that occur in
rewrite rules or initial state, and Act() as the set of all actions that occur in
rewrite rules of . The sets Const() and Act() are both nite.
Each process rewrite system denotes a labelled transition system (LTS)
that represents its dynamics. Let  = (R; t
0
) be an (; )-PRS. The LTS L
denoted by  is a tuple (S;Act(); !; t
0
), where S = ft 2  j Const(t) 
Const()g is the set of states, t
0
is the initial state and transition relation
 ! is the least relation that satises the inference rules
4
(t
1
a
 ! t
2
) 2 
t
1
a
 ! t
2
;
t
1
a
 ! t
0
1
t
1
kt
2
a
 ! t
0
1
kt
2
;
t
1
a
 ! t
0
1
t
1
:t
2
a
 ! t
0
1
:t
2
;
where t
1
; t
2
; t
0
1
2 T .
We speak about \process rewrite system" meaning \labelled transition
system generated by process rewrite system".
Obviously, it can be assumed (w.l.o.g.) the initial state t
0
of a (; )-PRS
is a single constant as there are only nitely many terms t
i
such that t
0
a
i
 ! t
i
.
Figure 1 shows a graphical description of the hierarchy of (; )-PRS, sim-
ply called PRS-hierarchy. Some classes included in the hierarchy correspond
to widely known models:

(1; 1)-PRS are equivalent to nite-state systems (FS). Every process con-
stant corresponds to a state and the state space is bounded by jConst()j.
Every nite-state system can be encoded as a (1; 1)-PRS.
4
Note that parallel composition is commutative and, thus, the inference rule for parallel
composition also holds with t
1
and t
2
exchanged.
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PRS
(G;G)-PRS








PAD
(S;G)-PRS




PAN
(P;G)-PRS




PDA
(S; S)-PRS
PA
(1; G)-PRS








PN
(P; P )-PRS
BPA
(1; S)-PRS




BPP
(1; P )-PRS




FS
(1; 1)-PRS
Fig. 1. The PRS-hierarchy

(1; S)-PRS are equivalent to Basic Process Algebra processes (BPA) dened
in [1], which are the transition systems associated with Greibach normal
form (GNF) context-free grammars in which only left-most derivations are
allowed.

(1; P )-PRS are equivalent to communication-free nets, the subclass of Petri
nets where every transition has exactly one place in its preset [3]. This class
of Petri nets is equivalent to Basic Parallel Processes (BPP) [5].

(1; G)-PRS are equivalent to PA-processes, Process Algebras with sequential
and parallel composition, but no communication (see [1] for details).

It is easy to see that pushdown automata can be encoded as a subclass
of (S; S)-PRS (with at most two constants on the left-hand side of rules).
Caucal [4] showed that any unrestricted (S; S)-PRS can be presented as a
pushdown automaton (PDA), in the sense that the transition systems are
isomorphic up to the labelling of states. Thus (S; S)-PRS are equivalent
to pushdown processes (which are the processes described by pushdown
automata).

(P; P )-PRS are equivalent to Petri nets (PN). Every constant corresponds
to a place in the net and the number of occurrences of a constant in a term
corresponds to the number of tokens in this place. This is because we work
with classes of terms modulo commutativity of parallel composition. Every
rule in  corresponds to a transition in the net.

(S;G)-PRS is the smallest common generalisation of pushdown processes
and PA-processes. They are called PAD (PA + PDA) in [8].

(P;G)-PRS are called PAN-processes in [7]. It is the smallest common
generalisation of Petri nets and PA-processes and it strictly subsumes both
of them (e.g., PAN can describe all Chomsky-2 languages while Petri nets
cannot).
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
The most general case is (G;G)-PRS (here simply called PRS). PRS have
been introduced in [8]. They subsume all of the previously mentioned
classes.
The hierarchy is not strict w.r.t. language equivalence. For example, both
BPA and PDA dene exactly the ("-free) context-free languages. The strict-
ness of the hierarchy w.r.t. bisimulation equivalence follows from previous
results [2,11] and the proof, that there is a PDA system (described in Exam-
ple 3.2) which is not bisimilar to any PAN system and a Petri net (described
in Example 3.3) which is not bisimilar to any PAD process.
Example 3.2 Let us consider the following PDA system with initial state
U:X.
U:X
a
 ! U:A:X U:A
a
 ! U:A:A U:B
a
 ! U:A:B
U:X
b
 ! U:B:X U:A
b
 ! U:B:A U:B
b
 ! U:B:B
U:X
c
 ! V:X U:A
c
 ! V:A U:B
c
 ! V:B
U:X
d
 !W:X U:A
d
 !W:A U:B
d
 !W:B
V:X
e
 ! V V:A
a
 ! V V:B
b
 ! V
W:X
f
 !W W:A
a
 !W W:B
b
 !W
Example 3.3 Consider following Petri net given as (P; P )-PRS with initial
state XkAkB.
X
g
 ! XkAkB Y kA
a
 ! Y
X
c
 ! Y Y kB
b
 ! Y
XkA
d
 ! Z Y kA
d
 ! Z
XkB
d
 ! Z Y kB
d
 ! Z
4 PRS with nite constraint systems (fcPRS)
In this section we extend the PRS formalism with a unit (called store) able
to keep a sort of global information which is accessible to all parallel threads
of the term. It is quite surprising that this unit (which is not as powerful as
a general nite-state control unit which gives Turing power even to the PA
class) increases the expressive power of classes like PAN and PAD.
The state space and possible evolution of the store used by PRS with nite
constraint system are described by a constraint system, i.e. a set of constraints
with a structure of an algebraic lattice.
Denition 4.1 A constraint system is a bounded lattice (C;`;^; tt; ff), where
C is the set of constraints, ` (called entailment) is an ordering on this set,
^ is the lub operation, and tt (true), ff (false) are the least and the greatest
6
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elements of C respectively (ff ` tt and tt 6= ff).
In algebra, the symbol ^ usually denotes the glb operation, while lub operation
is rather marked with symbol _. Our notation of lub operation corresponds
to logical conjunction (as in CCP).
We say that a constraint m is consistent with a constraint n i m^n 6= ff.
The state of the store cannot be ff as we require the consistency of the store
initialised to tt. We use C

to denote C r fffg.
Example 4.2 Let C
"
be the trivial constraint system (ftt; ffg;`;^; tt; ff), where
`= f(ff; tt); (tt; tt); (ff; ff)g, and C
mn
the constraint system C
mn
= (ftt; m; n; ffg;`
;^; tt; ff), where ` = f(ff; tt); (m; tt); (n; tt); (ff; m); (ff; n)g [ f(o; o) j o 2 Cg.
These constraint systems are depicted below.
ff
tt
ff

 

m

 n


tt
Denition 4.3 Let ;  2 f1; S; P;Gg such that   . An (; )-fcPRS
(PRS with nite constraint system)  is a tuple (C; R; t
0
), where

C = (C;`;^; tt; ff) is a nite constraint system describing the store; the
elements of C represent the states of the store,

R is a nite set of rewrite rules of the form (t
1
a
 ! t
2
; m; n), where t
1
2 ,
t
1
6= ", t
2
2  are process terms, a 2 Act is an atomic action, and m;n 2 C

are constraints,

t
0
2  is a distinguished initial process term.
A (G;G)-fcPRS is simply called fcPRS.
We use human-readable abbreviations fcFS, fcBPA, fcBPP, fcPA, fcPDA,
fcPN, fcPAD, fcPAN, and fcPRS for classes (1; 1)-fcPRS, (1; S)-fcPRS, (1; P )-
fcPRS, (1; G)-fcPRS, (S; S)-fcPRS, (P; P )-fcPRS, (S;G)-fcPRS, (P;G)-fcPRS,
and (G;G)-fcPRS respectively.
Again, instead of (t
1
a
 ! t
2
; m; n) 2 R where  = (C; R; t
0
), we usually
write (t
1
a
 ! t
2
; m; n) 2 . The meaning of sets Const() (process constants
used in rewrite rules) and Act() (actions occurring in rewrite rules) for a
given fcPRS  is the same as in PRS case. Again, it can be assumed the
initial term t
0
of an (; )-fcPRS is a single constant.
Every PRS with nite constraint system denotes a labelled transition sys-
tem. Let  = (C; R; t
0
) be an (; )-fcPRS. The LTS L denoted by  has the
form (S;Act(); !; (t
0
; tt)), where S = ft 2  j Const(t)  Const()gC

is the set of states, (t
0
; tt) is the initial state and transition relation  ! is de-
ned as the least relation that satises the inference rules
(t
1
a
 ! t
2
; m; n) 2 
(t
1
; o)
a
 ! (t
2
; o ^ n)
if o ` m and o ^ n 6= ff;
7
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(t
1
; o)
a
 ! (t
0
1
; p)
(t
1
kt
2
; o)
a
 ! (t
0
1
kt
2
; p)
;
(t
1
; o)
a
 ! (t
0
1
; p)
(t
1
:t
2
; o)
a
 ! (t
0
1
:t
2
; p)
;
where t
1
; t
2
; t
0
1
2 T and m;n; o; p 2 C

.
The two side conditions in the rst inference rule are very close to principles
used in CCP. The rst one (o ` m) ensures the rule (t
1
a
 ! t
2
; m; n) 2  can
be used only if the current state of the store o entails m (it is similar to
ask(m) in CCP). The second condition (o ^ n 6= ff) guarantees that the store
stays consistent after application of the rule (analogous to the consistency
requirement when processing tell(n) in CCP).
An important observation is that the state of the store (starting at tt) can
move in a lattice C only in one direction, from tt upwards. This can be easily
seen from the fact that the actual state of the store o can be changed only by
applying some rewrite rule (t
1
a
 ! t
2
; m; n) 2  and after this application the
new state of the store o^n always entails o. Intuitively, the partial information
can only be added to the store, not retracted. We say the store is monotonic.
Note that when the system (with o on the store) executes a transition
generated by a rule (t
1
a
 ! t
2
; m; n) 2  then for every subsequent state of
the store p conditions p ` m and p ^ n 6= ff are satised. The rst condition
p ` m comes from the monotonic behaviour of the store. The second condition
comes from the facts that the constraint n in the rule can change the store
only in the rst application of the rule and that for each subsequent state p
of the store p ^ n = p holds.
On the other hand, the fact that some rule is applicable (hence entailment
and consistency are satisable) does not imply that this rule is applicable
forever. The insidious point is the consistency requirement. The store can
evolve to a state inconsistent with the second constraint from the rule.
The rst information about the relationship between fcPRS and PRS is
provided by the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4 Let ;  2 f1; P; S;Gg. The systems (; )-PRS 
0
= (R
0
; t
0
)
and (; )-fcPRS  = (C
"
; R; t
0
) are isomorphic on the assumption that R
0
=
ft
1
a
 ! t
2
j (t
1
a
 ! t
2
; tt; tt) 2 Rg.
Proof. It is easy to check that if we remove tt from the states of LTS generated
by fcPRS , we get an isomorphic system which corresponds to the PRS 
0
.2
The lemma above says that PRS classes can be seen as fcPRS classes with
a trivial constraint system. The lemma can be used in both directions, to
show that any fcPRS of the specied form has an equivalent PRS as well as
for constructing an fcPRS equivalent to a given PRS.
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fcPRS










PRS










fcPAD
			
			
			
			
fcPAN

















PAD
			
			
			
			
PAN

















fcPA










fcPDA=PDA
PA









 fcPN=PN
fcBPA fcBPP
BPA



 BPP



fcFS=FS
Fig. 2. The fcPRS-hierarchy
5 The fcPRS-hierarchy
Figure 2 shows the hierarchy of PRS and fcPRS classes, simply called fcPRS-
hierarchy. The relations depicted in the hierarchy partly result from the de-
nition of classes and Lemma 4.4. The rest of the paper is dedicated to three
equalities (fcFS = FS, fcPDA = PDA, and fcPN = PN) and the strictness of
the hierarchy.
Theorem 5.1 (i) Let  be an fcFS. There exists FS 
0
denoting a labelled
transition system isomorphic to the one given by .
(ii) Let  be an fcPDA. There exists PDA 
0
denoting a labelled transition
system isomorphic to the one given by .
(iii) Let  be an fcPN. There exists PN 
0
denoting a labelled transition
system isomorphic to the one given by .
Proof. (i) The construction is obvious, every state (X;m) of  is transformed
into state X
(m)
of 
0
.
(ii) The idea of the proof is based on the fact that we can add special
process constants corresponding to the actual states of the store, one to each
state of fcPDA. Then the content of the store will be represented by such
special constants.
Let  = (C; R; t
0
), where C = (C;`;^; tt; ff). Let S = fS
(m)
j m 2 C

g be
the set of special process constants. A PDA 
0
is constructed as (R
0
; S
(tt)
:t
0
),
where S
(tt)
:t
0
is the initial term with the special constant holding the initial
state of the store. We replace every rule
(t
1
a
 ! t
2
; m; n) 2 R
by the set of rules
(S
(o)
:t
1
a
 ! S
(o^n)
:t
2
) 2 R
0
9
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for every o 2 C

which satises the entailment condition o ` m and the
consistency condition o ^ n 6= ff. The new rules are constructed to abide by
the entailment and consistency conditions connected with the original rules.
The isomorphism of  and 
0
is obvious as every state S
(m)
:t of 
0
corresponds
exactly to the state (t;m) of the system .
(iii) The proof is the same as for (ii) if we replace every sequential compo-
sition by the parallel composition. 2
As the PRS-hierarchy is not strict w.r.t. the language equivalence, the
fcPRS-hierarchy cannot also be strict on the language expressibility level.
However, the fcPRS-hierarchy is strict w.r.t. the bisimulation equivalence with
possibly one exception: the relation between PRS and fcPRS (this case will
be discussed later). To prove that each of the classes fcBPA, fcBPP, fcPA,
fcPAD, and fcPAN diers from the corresponding standard class, we present
two fcPRS systems. The rst one is an fcBPA system which is not bisimilar to
any PAN system. The second system will be an fcBPP which is not bisimilar
to any PAD system.
Example 5.2 Let us consider an fcBPA system with the constraint system
C
mn
from Example 4.2 and the initial process term U:X.
(U
a
 ! U:A; tt; tt) (A
a
 ! "; tt; tt)
(U
b
 ! U:B; tt; tt) (B
b
 ! "; tt; tt)
(U
c
 ! "; tt; m) (X
e
 ! ";m; tt)
(U
d
 ! "; tt; n) (X
f
 ! "; n; tt)
The fcBPA above is bisimilar to the PDA system described in 3.2 which is
not bisimilar to any PAN system and thus also the considered fcBPA process
is not bisimilar to any PAN system. Hence we obtain a following corollary,
where X ( Y means that X is a strict subclass of Y and X 6 Y means that
X is not a subclass of Y .
Corollary 5.3 BPA ( fcBPA, PA ( fcPA, PAN ( fcPAN and fcBPA 6 PA,
fcBPA 6 PAN, fcPA 6 PAN.
Proof. Directly from the denition of BPA and PAN classes and from it
follows that the BPA class is a subclass of the PAN class. Lemma 4.4 implies
that the BPA class is a subclass of the fcBPA class. We know that there exists
an fcBPA system which is not bisimilar to any PAN system and thus also to
any BPA system. Hence we know that BPA is strict subclass of fcBPA. The
proofs of the other relations are similar. 2
Example 5.4 Let us consider an fcBPP system with the constraint system
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depicted below and the initial state (X; tt).
ff
o
tt
(X
a
 ! XkA; tt; tt)
(X
b
 ! XkB; tt; tt)
(X
e
 ! "; tt; o)
(A
c
 ! "; o; tt)
(B
d
 ! "; o; tt)
Lemma 5.5 If there is a PAD system bisimilar to the fcBPP system from
Example 5.4, then there is also a PDA system bisimilar to this fcBPP.
Proof. Let  be a PAD with the initial state Q (w.l.o.g.) such that Q is
bisimilar to the initial state (X; tt) of considered fcBPP system. As on the
left-hand side of rewrite rules  only sequential composition can occur, some
part of parallel composition t
1
kt
2
can inuence the behaviour of such system
only if there is a reachable state of the form (t
1
kt
2
):t
3
where t
3
can be ". If
there is no such a state, we can remove all parallel compositions from the
rules and we get a PDA system bisimilar to  and thus also bisimilar to the
considered fcBPP process.
Another situation arises if there is a reachable state of  of the form
(t
1
kt
2
):t
3
, where t
3
can be ". Let us assume that during the derivation of the
state (t
1
kt
2
):t
3
from Q there is no other state of the form (t
0
1
kt
0
2
):t
0
3
(t
3
can be
"). As Q is a single process constant and any parallel composition s
1
ks
2
in a
term p:(s
1
ks
2
):p
0
cannot be changed by any rewriting until p is ", there must
be some rewrite rule (t
x
 ! l:(t
1
kt
2
):r) 2  (l; r can be ", x 2 fa; b; c; d; eg)
such that t
1
kt
2
is the mentioned parallel composition. There are two cases.
(i) The state (t
1
kt
2
):t
3
was derived from Q under a word w 2 fa; bg

. We
show that t
1
or t
2
is then deadlocked. With respect to the denition of
PAD, which does not provide any form of communication or synchroni-
sation between processes in a parallel composition, just one component
of t
1
kt
2
can enable the action e, let us assume that it is t
2
. Then t
1
is
deadlocked { it cannot do neither the actions a or b (as these actions are
disabled after the action e) nor the actions c or d (as these actions are
disabled before e). Nevertheless, the term t
1
:t
0
is not necessarily dead-
locked for some term t
0
. Hence, the parallel composition t
1
kt
2
in the rule
(t
x
 ! l:(t
1
kt
2
):r) 2  can be changed to the sequential composition t
2
:t
1
.
We should insert some separator between t
2
and t
1
(resp. l and t
2
) to keep
the impossibility of communication between parts of parallel composition
(resp. between l and part of the following parallel composition). Thus
we replace the rule (t
x
 ! l:(t
1
kt
2
):r) 2  by the rule t
x
 ! l:X:t
2
:X:t
1
:r
(resp. t
x
 ! t
2
:X:t
1
:r if l = "), where X =2 Const() is a new con-
stant, and we add new rewrite rule X:s
x
 ! s
0
to  for every rewrite
rule s
x
 ! s
0
2  (if we already have the rules of the form X:s
x
 ! s
0
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in modied , we do not need to add them again in the future). These
changes do not aect the behaviour of .
(ii) The action e occurs during the derivation of the state (t
1
kt
2
):t
3
from Q.
The state (t
1
kt
2
):t
3
is then bisimilar to a state (A
n
kB
m
; o)
5
of considered
fcBPP and thus every possible sequence of actions performed by the
process (t
1
kt
2
):t
3
is nite, as well as every possible sequence performed
by the term t
1
kt
2
. We construct a nite labelled (acyclic) transition graph
where the vertices are processes reachable from the parallel composition
t
1
kt
2
(which is the root of the graph) and edges naturally correspond to
actions (resp. applications of rewrite rules). Now we assign a fresh process
constant to each vertex of the graph which has some parallel composition
inside (the vertices without any parallel composition keep unchanged).
We replace the rule (t
x
 ! l:(t
1
kt
2
):r) 2  by the rule t
x
 ! l:Z:r,
where Z =2 Const() is a process constant assigned to t
1
kt
2
. For every
edge of the graph from the vertex A (where A is a fresh constant) to
the vertex v we add a rule A
x
 ! v (where x is the label of the edge)
to . The behaviour of  is still unchanged thanks to the fact that
if (t
1
kt
2
):t
3

 ! t
0
:t
3
then the term t
3
can be changed by the following
transition only if there is no parallel composition in t
0
, and the fact that
the vertices without any parallel composition are unchanged.
In both cases, the number of parallel compositions in rewrite rules has de-
creased (with one exception { when we add rules of the form X:s
x
 ! s
0
, then
the number of parallel compositions can be doubled, but it does not matter as
we make it only once). If there is still a reachable state of the form (t
1
kt
2
):t
3
in modied , we can use the same method again. As the number of parallel
compositions in rewrite rules is nite, after nite number of steps we get a
PAD system without any reachable state of the form (t
1
kt
2
):t
3
, which is the
situation discussed at the beginning of this proof. 2
The class of context-free languages (i.e. the class of languages generated
by PDA processes) is closed under intersection with regular languages. The
language L generated by the fcBPP system from Example 5.4 is not context-
free, as L \ a

b

ec

d

= fa
n
b
m
ec
n
d
m
j m;n  0g which is not context-free.
Thus there is no PDA process bisimilar to fcBPP from Example 5.4 and from
Lemma 5.5 it follows that there is no PAD process bisimilar to the fcBPP
presented above. Hence we get:
Corollary 5.6 BPP ( fcBPP, PAD ( fcPAD and fcBPP 6 PA, fcPA 6 PAD,
fcBPP 6 PAD.
The fcBPP class diers from PN even w.r.t. language equivalence. The
language L = fa
n
bc
n
de
n
f j n  0g generated by PN from Example 5.7 is an
5
The expression A
n
is an abbreviation for n copies of process constant A in parallel com-
position. The abbreviation B
m
has an analogous meaning.
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instance of a language generated by PN, which cannot be described by any
fcBPP due to the following Pumping Lemma.
Example 5.7 Let  = (R;W ) be a Petri net with rewrite rules as below.
W
a
 !WkAkB Y kB
e
 ! Y
W
b
 ! X Y
f
 ! Z
XkA
c
 ! X ZkA
z
 ! ZkA
X
d
 ! Y ZkB
z
 ! ZkB
Lemma 5.8 (Pumping Lemma for fcBPP) Let L be a language of an
fcBPP system . There exists a constant h such that if u 2 L and juj > h
then there exist x; y; z; w 2 Act

such that u = xz, jyj > 1, and 8i  0 it holds
that xy
i
zw
i
2 L.
6
Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix A. 2
To prove the strictness of the fcPRS-hierarchy completely we introduce a
PDA process which is not bisimilar to any fcPAN process and a PAN process
which is not bisimilar to any fcPAD process.
Example 5.9 Let us consider a PDA system described in Example 3.2 with
initial state U:X:Y and with the following additional rewrite rules.
V:Y
x
 ! U:X:Y W:Y
x
 ! U:X:Y
V:Y
z
 ! Z W:Y
z
 ! Z
This system behaves like that dened in Example 3.2, but when the origi-
nal system terminates, the enhanced system can choose between termination
under the action z and restart under the action x.
Lemma 5.10 There is no fcPAN system bisimilar to the PDA process given
in Example 5.9.
Proof. We assume the contrary and derive a contradiction. Let  be an
fcPAN bisimilar to the PDA process dened in Example 5.9. From the
niteness of the constraint system used in  follows that there exists a non-
terminal reachable state (t; o) of  such that every non-terminal state reach-
able from (t; o) has also o on the store (the contrary implies the innite-
ness of the constraint system). As (t; o) is non-terminal, there exist a word
w 2 fa; b; c; d; e; fg

such that (t; o)
w:x
 ! (s; o), where (s; o) is bisimilar to the
state U:X:Y of the PDA process from Example 5.9. If the rules labelled by
actions x; z are removed from  and (s; o) is taken as an initial state, we
obtain the system whose reachable states all have o as their store, bisimilar
to the pushdown process from Example 3.2.
6
juj denotes the length of the word u.
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Now, let 
0
be a PAN system with the initial state s and with the set of
rewrite rules consisting of rules l
v
 ! r, where (l
v
 ! r;m; n) 2 , o ` m,
o ^ n = o and v 2 fa; b; c; d; e; fg. It is obvious that this PAN system 
0
is
bisimilar to the PDA system dened in Example 3.2. This is a contradiction.2
Corollary 5.11 fcBPA ( PDA, fcPA ( fcPAD and fcPAD 6 fcPAN.
Example 5.12 Let  be a PAN process with the initial state (XkAkB):W
and the following rewrite rules.
X
g
 ! XkAkB Y kA
a
 ! Y X
y
 ! " W
x
 ! (XkAkB):W
X
c
 ! Y Y kB
b
 ! Y Y
y
 ! " W
z
 ! D
XkA
d
 ! Z Y kA
d
 ! Z Z
y
 ! "
XkB
d
 ! Z Y kB
d
 ! Z A
y
 ! "
B
y
 ! "
The rst two columns of rewrite rules include the same rules as Petri net
given by Example 3.3. This PAN system can behave as mentioned Petri net
(it can deviate from the behaviour of PN only under action y). States of PAN
corresponding to terminal states of considered PN can perform a sequence of
actions y

to reach the state W and then terminate under action z or restart
the system under action x.
Lemma 5.13 There is no fcPAD system bisimilar to the PAN process from
Example 5.12.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of the previous lemma, instead of
PDA from Example 3.2 it uses Petri net from Example 3.3. 2
Corollary 5.14 fcPA ( fcPAN and fcPAN 6 fcPAD.
The incomparability of fcPAD and fcPAN implies that these classes are
strict subclasses of fcPRS.
The edge between PRS and fcPRS classes in the fcPRS-hierarchy is dot-
ted as we have no proof that the fcPRS class is strictly more expressive
(w.r.t. bisimilarity) than the PRS class. It is obvious from the denitions
that PRS  fcPRS, but we can provide only intuition for PRS ( fcPRS. The
conjectured witness of the inequality can be found in the fcPA below.
Example 5.15 Let  be an fcPA system with the initial process term XkY
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and the following constraint system and rewrite rules.
ff
o
p
tt
(X
a
 ! X:A; tt; tt) (A
a
0
 ! "; o; tt)
(X
b
 ! X:B; tt; tt) (B
b
0
 ! "; o; tt)
(Y
c
 ! Y kC; tt; tt) (C
c
0
 ! "; o; tt)
(X
x
 ! "; tt; p)
(Y
y
 ! "; p; o)
We can prove that this fcPA system is not bisimilar to any PAD process
and to any Petri net either.
Now we try to explain why we conjecture that there is no PRS process
bisimilar to the considered fcPA. The weak point of PRS (or rewrite system
in general) is the \local potency" of rewriting. Having a parallel composition
with at least one sequential component larger than the left side of any rewrite
rule, the rule cannot inuence both this large component and the rest of the
parallel composition at once. Roughly speaking, communication between large
component and other component(s) of parallel composition is not possible in
general. Any PRS process bisimilar to the fcPA system under consideration
should have such a parallel composition with one component which has a
sequential character (as it is necessary to keep the information about the
order in which the actions a and b are performed) and it can be arbitrary
large. And we need to announce to the term that action y has just been done.
6 Conclusion
We have enriched process rewrite systems with the mechanism related to com-
puting with partial information in the form used in widely studied concurrent
constraint programming. In the case of process rewrite systems, this mecha-
nism can be eectively used to provide some information to every part of the
process term, thus it can be seen as a unit holding a special kind of global
information.
It has been proven that enriching the classes of nite systems, pushdown
processes, and Petri nets with a nite constraint system does not change their
expressibility even w.r.t. isomorphism of the generated labelled transition sys-
tems. On the contrary, the process rewrite systems classes BPA, BPP, PA,
PAD, and PAN extended with nite constraint systems establish correspond-
ing new classes fcBPA, fcBPP, fcPA, fcPAD, and fcPAN as the expressive
power of such systems increases. This may seem quite surprising in the cases
of PAD and PAN classes as the formalism of these classes subsumes the for-
malism of PDA or PN respectively. However PDA and PN do not increase
their expressive power if enriched with a nite constraint system.
The hierarchy of fcPRS classes has been introduced and its strictness
w.r.t. the bisimulation equivalence (with the exception in the relation between
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PRS and fcPRS classes) has been proven.
The area of process rewrite systems with nite constraint systems still
oers some interesting topics for further research. One interesting challenge
is to specify the boundary of decidability of the bisimulation equivalence and
the weak bisimulation equivalence with nite-state processes in the area of
fcBPP class (as both problems are decidable for BPP and undecidable in the
case of MSA
7
). Another possible topic for further research is to replace the
constraint system with a (nite) state unit, where the evolution of the actual
state is determined by a given ordering. A totally dierent mission is to employ
an innite constraint system.
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A Appendix - Pumping lemma for fcBPP (Lemma 5.8)
The pumping lemma for fcBPP is formulated and proved in this appendix.
The proof is similar to the one presented by Christensen for BPP case [5]
thanks to the fact that every possible sequence of actions contains a nite
number of transitions which change the state of the store due to niteness of
a constraint system.
Let  = (C; R; t
0
) be an fcBPP. For every process constant X 2 Const()
and every constraint m 2 C

, let S
m
(X) denote the set
S
m
(X) = fY 2 Const() j 9t 2 P : (X;m)  !
+
(Y kt;m)g;
i.e. the set of process constants Y which can be derived
8
from (X;m) without
changes on the store. We extend this denition to parallel terms in obvious
manner:
S
m
(A
1
kA
2
k : : : kA
j
) =
[
i2f1;2;:::;jg
S
m
(A
i
)
Lemma A.1 Let  = (C; R; t
0
) be an fcBPP. If there exists some derivation
of a word u = u
1
u
2
: : : u
k
2 L() of the form
(t
0
; tt) = (t
0
; m
0
)
u
1
 ! (t
1
; m
1
)
u
2
 ! : : :
u
k
 ! (t
k
; m
k
) 6 !
such that 8i 2 f0; 1; 2; : : : ; kg; 8X 2 t
i
it holds X =2 S
m
i
(X), then juj  h,
where h is a constant depending only on .
8
The relation  !
+
(resp.  !

) is apprehended as usual, i.e. (t
1
;m)  !
+
(t
2
; n)
(resp. (t
1
;m)  !

(t
2
; n)) i there exists w 2 Act
+
(resp. w 2 Act

) such that (t
1
;m)
w
 !
(t
2
; n).
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Proof. At rst we focus on maximum \at" parts of the above derivation,
which are of the form
(t
i
; m
i
)
u
i+1
 ! (t
i+1
; m
i+1
)
u
i+2
 ! : : :
u
i+j
 ! (t
i+j
; m
i+j
);
where the state of the store (in following marked as m) keeps unchanged
(m = m
i
= m
i+1
= : : : = m
i+j
), i = 0 or m
i 1
6= m, and i + j = k or
m 6= m
i+j+1
. We denote u
0
= u
i+1
u
i+2
: : : u
i+j
. From this at part we deduce
another derivation sequence
(r
0
ks
0
; m)
v
1
 ! (r
1
ks
1
; m)
v
2
 ! : : :
v
p
 ! (r
p
ks
p
; m);
where v
1
; v
2
; : : : ; v
p
2 Act
+
, r
0
ks
0
= t
i
, in r
0
there are all constants from
t
i
which are rewritten in the derivation sequence (t
i
; m)
u
0
 ! (t
i+j
; m), and
in s
0
there are constants which do not actively participate in this derivation
sequence. Now r
l
ks
l
(l = 1; 2; : : : ; p) rises from r
l 1
ks
l 1
by one rewriting of
each constant from r
l 1
in the same way as a constant has been rewritten in
the original at derivation sequence (thus jv
l
j = jr
l 1
j) and still it holds that r
l
contains constants, which are rewritten in the original at derivation sequence,
while s
l
contains the other constants (thus s
l 1
 s
l
). We nish rewriting when
r
l
is empty (thus r
p
= " and s
p
= t
i+j
). It is clear that v = v
1
v
2
: : : v
p
is a
permutation of u
0
, especially jvj = ju
0
j. By replacing (t
i
; m)
u
0
 ! (t
i+j
; m) with
(r
0
ks
0
; m)
v
 ! (r
p
ks
p
; m) in the original derivation we get a correct derivation
of the word u
1
: : : u
i
vu
i+j+1
: : : u
n
of the length k. Further, for each X in r
l
(l = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; p) there exists t
z
(i  z  i + j) such that X 2 t
z
.
Now we show that S
m
(r
l 1
) ) S
m
(r
l
) for each 1  l < p.
\" It comes directly from the fact that each constant from r
l
has an ancestor
in r
l 1
.
\6=" Let us assume that for some 1  l < p we have S
m
(r
l 1
) = S
m
(r
l
). For
each X 2 r
l
(r
l
6= ") it holds that X 2 S
m
(r
l 1
) and thus X 2 S
m
(r
l
).
From the premise X =2 S
m
(X) follows that there exists some Y 2 r
l
, Y 6= X
such that X 2 S
m
(Y ). Analogous reasoning as for X can be done for Y ,
i.e. from Y 2 r
l
it follows that Y 2 S
m
(r
l 1
) = S
m
(r
l
) and Y =2 S
m
(Y ),
Y =2 S
m
(X). In conclusion we get Y 2 S
m
(r
l
) and Y =2 S
m
(XkY ). Again,
there exists Z 2 r
l
, Z =2 fX; Y g such that Y 2 S
m
(Z) and thus also
fX; Y g  S
m
(Z). We know Z 2 r
l
and Z =2 S
m
(Z), hence we get Z 2 S
m
(r
l
)
and Z =2 S
m
(XkY kZ). We can continue in this fashion to the point where
we have the contradiction W 2 S
m
(r
l
) and W =2 S
m
(r
l
).
Hence we have
jConst()j  jS
m
(r
0
)j > jS
m
(r
1
)j > : : : > jS
m
(r
p 1
)j  0:
This implies jConst()j  p  1. Further, for each 1  l  p it holds that
jv
l
j = jr
l 1
j  jr
0
ja
l 1
 jr
0
ja
p 1
 jr
0
ja
jConst()j
;
where a is a maximum number of constants in right sides of rewrite rules in
. Now we restrict the length of u
0
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ju
0
j= jvj =
p
X
l=1
jv
l
j 
p
X
l=1
jr
0
ja
jConst()j
= pjr
0
ja
jConst()j
;
ju
0
j  pjr
0
ja
jConst()j
 (jConst()j+ 1)jt
i
ja
jConst()j
:
In conclusion we get the restriction on the length of at parts of the original
derivation
ju
0
j  jt
i
jb;
where b = (jConst()j+ 1)a
jConst()j
.
In general it holds that each sequence of derivation steps consists of non-at
steps and at derivation sequences. The number of \unat" steps (t
i
; m
i
)
u
i+1
 !
(t
i+1
; m
i+1
), where m
i
6= m
i+1
, is limited by jC

j   1. The cardinality of the
set C also constrains the number of at parts to jC

j. Therefore
juj  jC

j   1 +
jC

j
X
j=1
jt
0
j
jb;
where (t
0
j
; m
0
j
) is the rst state of the j-th at derivation sequence, i.e. m
0
j
is
the j-th dierent state of the store used in the original derivation and (t
0
j
; m
0
j
)
is the rst state in this derivation with the constraint m
0
j
in the store. Hence
(t
0
1
; m
0
1
) = (t
0
; tt).
The last step is to restrict the length of t
0
j
for j > 1. We can deduce a
restriction
jt
0
j
j  jt
0
j 1
j+ (a  1)(jt
0
j 1
jb+ 1)
thanks to the facts that each application of a rewrite rule cannot add more
than a   1 constants to the string of constants in the actual state and that
the number of these applications is limited by the length of the previous at
string plus one (the unat derivation step). The previous inequality can be
modied in the following way.
jt
0
j
j  jt
0
j 1
j+ a(jt
0
j 1
jb+ 1)
jt
0
j
j  jt
0
j 1
j(1 + ab+ a)
jt
0
j
j  jt
0
1
j(1 + ab + a)
j 1
jt
0
j
j  jt
0
j(1 + ab + a)
j 1
By summarisation we get
juj  jC

j   1 + bjt
0
j
jC

j
X
j=1
(1 + ab + a)
j 1
;
where b = (jConst()j+1)a
jConst()j
. The sum on the right side of the previous
inequality can be modied as it is an geometric progression. The nal form
of desired h is then
h = jC

j   1 + bjt
0
j
(1 + ab + a)
jC

j
  1
ab + a
;
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where a is the maximum number of constants in right sides of rewrite rules in
 and b = (jConst()j+ 1)a
jConst()j
. 2
The pumping lemma formulated below is a simple consequence of the pre-
vious lemma.
Lemma A.2 (Pumping Lemma for fcBPP) Let L be a language of an
fcBPP system . There exists a constant h such that if u is a word of L and
juj > h then there exist x; y; z; w 2 Act

such that

u = xz,

jyj > 1,

8i  0 : xy
i
zw
i
2 L.
Proof. We have an fcBPP  such that L = L(). It follows from Lemma A.1
that each derivation
(t
0
; tt) = (t
0
; m
0
)
u
1
 ! (t
1
; m
1
)
u
2
 ! : : :
u
k
 ! (t
k
; m
k
) 6 !
of the word u = u
1
u
2
: : : u
k
2 L(), juj > h contains some state (t
j
; m
j
) =
(Xkt
0
j
; m
j
), where X 2 S
m
j
(X). The denition of S
m
j
(X) says that there
exist t 2 P and y 2 Act
+
such that (X;m
j
)
y
 ! (Xkt;m
j
). Further, let
w 2 Act

be a word in L((t;m
k
)), i.e. there exists a terminal state (t
0
; n) such
that (t;m
k
)
w
 ! (t
0
; n). Now the derivation
(t
0
; tt)
u
1
:::u
j
 ! (t
j
; m
j
)
y
i
 ! (t
j
t
i
; m
j
)
u
j+1
:::u
k
 ! (t
i
; m
k
)
w
i
 ! (t
0i
; n) 6 !
is the correct one for all i  0. To make the proof complete we should add
that x = u
1
: : : u
j
and z = u
j+1
: : : u
k
. 2
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